AGENDA ITEMS:

I. Approval of Minutes from December 17, 2021, meeting

II. MAC Petitions for Transfer Credit
   Approval of petition would grant a universal equivalency
   - MT/10445 Petition for Transfer Credit: Request to allow PHIL 213 to satisfy MAC Oral Communication competency

III. Advisor Appeals for General Education Substitutions
   - AL/61384 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow ARH 110 to satisfy MAC Diversity & Equity through the Humanities and Fine Arts OR through the Social & Behavioral Sciences competency
   - BT/61375 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow HEA 260 to satisfy MAC Critical Thinking and Inquiry in the Natural Sciences competency
   - MC/61516 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow THR 400 to satisfy GEC WI marker
IV. MAC Course Proposals

- CCI 216 The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World  
  MAC request: Oral Communication

- CCI 225 Speaking of Murder: Greek Tragedy in Performance  
  MAC request: Oral Communication

- ENG 115 Literature Off the Page  
  MAC request: Oral Communication

- ENG 123 Speaking Out for Change: Advocacy Communication Across Contexts  
  MAC request: Oral Communication

- PHI 202 Arguing About…  
  MAC request: Oral Communication

- THR 130 Actors and Acting: Simple Actions to Superheroes  
  MAC request: Oral Communication

- THR 135 The Business of Entertainment: Broadway to Hollywood  
  MAC request: Oral Communication

IV. Assessment update

V. MAC Integration in the major  
   Process to implement MAC competencies into upper-level courses

VI. Announcements/Other Items